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One page quick Race Officer guide  

COURSE 

• Make the course length appropriate to the wind strength (longer for pursuits) 

• Aim for at least three laps (2 in B2B is OK) 

• Always set more in case the wind increases 

• Shorten course to get correct race length 

Unless you have timed the partial laps and like doing lots of arithmetic 
ONLY SHORTEN TO WHOLE LAPS slow boats will probably do fewer laps 

• Make the first beat reasonably long so boats spread before the first mark.  

• Dead RUNs are important. 

RUNs give asymmetrics tactical choices about which side 

RUNs and beats are the overtaking lanes on the course 
Getting the run dead downwind is slightly more important than getting the beat exactly 
upwind (so long as the beat still has substantial requirements for both tacks) - broach 
reaches are boring processions. Beam reaches are good. 

• Aim to always have a BEAT (first leg), and at least one beam reach, and a DEAD RUN. Often 
this means multiple reaches so you can have a beat and a run.  

• Don’t be afraid to ask for feedback after the first race or after the first B2B race 

START 

• Use Committee boat unless a good reason not to… 

• Inner distance is not compulsory but … 

• Bank starts need room behind the line  
(use inner distance to give room) 

• Line should be long enough for boasts to spread 

• Set line perpendicular to the wind or marginal port bias (port end marginally upwind)  

FINISH 

• Finish at the end of whole laps unless you time partial laps 
Slower boats will probably do two laps to fast boats three 

• Finish should be OUTSIDE the last mark at perpendicular to the last leg 

• Ideally hoist shorten course when leading boat is at previous mark (but you can do it at 
any time) Once you shorten EVERY BOAT FINISHES NEXT TIME IT CROSSES THE LINE. If 
boats are spread all the way round the course just shorten when the boat you want to 
finish now is the next to get to the line. Usually you will be able to let fast boats through 
then shorten before slower boats get near the line. 

Fill out proper race sheet and give to Gareth or Nick. 
 If neither there put it in the rack by course board. Make sure you show LASER or RADIAL or 4.7 and 
which rig Aeros used. Aero 9, Aero 7 or Aero 5.
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1. BEFORE YOU BEGIN 

Remember that time is your biggest enemy.  If you aren’t organized, and 
keeping a constant watch on the time then things will run away from you. 
Everything takes longer than you think, except that last lap when you were 
thinking about shortening course, and now they’ve got to do another because 
you didn’t move the committee boat shorten course in time.  Ideally you are 
reading this the week BEFORE you are on duty. 

a) AT THE VERY LEAST…  HAVE YOU READ THE QUICK GUIDE?  

b) Have you read the latest sailing instructions - Club racing or Open 
Meetings? 

c) Do you know the race type and start time? See Sailing Programme – 
remember Pursuits first Sun of the month, and Aniversary series 3rd 
Sunday in the summer. 

d) Do you know the weather forecast? There’s a link on the club web site. 

e) Have you synchronized your watch with the club clock. This is a highly 
accurate radio controlled clock and is always absolutely correct. 

2. TIME CRITICAL OPERATIONS 

a) Arrive early enough that you can be in the middle of the reservoir in a 
safety boat checking the wind direction 45 minutes before the start time.  
The wind always looks a different direction when you are on the water. 
(Failing that check the burgees on boats in the upper park both sides of the 
clubhouse) 

b) Set the course no later than 30 minutes before the start time. 

c) Try to set the start line at least 10 minutes before the first start time. 

d) Don’t let the first race go on too long.  It takes at least ten minutes to finish 
all the boats, so finish the first one a bit early to take account of this, 

e) Try very hard to make sure the second race starts on time in summer.  
You know how much it irritates you if it is late.  Do unto others as you 
would be done to. (In the summer many sailors have to get ashore and eat 
before helping with sailing school). 

3. RACE ENTRY & RESULTS SHEETS 

Race entry is by transferring a race card into the entry rack.  Unless you know 
by sight, or the entrant has told you, you have to assume that the entrant is as 
named on the card - sometimes more than one member uses the same boat.  
If a competitor has failed to enter, you must treat them as an entrant during 
the race, but record the non-entry on the race sheet.  The competitor has the 
chance to enter after the race by paying a fine into the club charity box.  If he 
chooses not to pay the fine then he is no longer classed as an entrant and 
scores DNC (did not compete). NOTE WHICH RIG is LASER and Aero – if in 
doubt ask. Aero’s show it on the sail, lasers don’t. 

Fill in the race sheet as fully as possible.  This makes it immeasurably 

easier for the series scorers.  Just entering boat numbers without a name 



is not good enough. Also, make sure you show the DATE and CORRECT 
SERIES. Is it Sunday AM Class, B2B Race 1, B2B Race 2 etc? Sometimes 
the scorer has to pick the sheet up a week or two later and figure out what 
you meant. 

4. THE COURSE 

1) The first leg should be the longest reasonable beat and the first mark 
should preferably be left to port. Show the start and the finish on the 

clubhouse diagram and always display the course board at the start 

line NOT outside the clubhouse. 

2) You do not need to include mark F (those of you who have been 
members for many years may remember that this was once required. It is 
no longer needed). If F naturally fits into the course it is nice for 
spectators and it can be convenient to keep control of lap positions while 

you have a cuppa. Do NOT finish at F unless that is the end of the lap. 

Only shorten to whole laps. If you feel you really must plan to do partial 
laps you have to time the partial laps and there is a calculation sheet in 
this guide. In general a much fairer result is given by sticking to whole 
laps. Please only use partial laps if there is no alternative. (It means all 
calculations have to be manual) 

3) Make the course an appropriate length lap for the wind strength. Ideally in 
the morning race you want at least three laps so the slower boats can do 
one lap less. If your course is so long that the fastest boats only do two 
laps you may have to wait a long time for the slowest to finish, better to 
do more laps of a shorter course. (Two laps is fine in short back to back 
races). 

4) Make sure that the finishing line is crossed clearly from the direction of 
the last mark.   Anything else is an illegal " hook finish " and could cause 
you a lot of trouble and protests. Use the Committee boat and finish after 
complete laps. Set the committee boat on the OUTSIDE of the last mark 
at right angles to the course from the previous mark – so the finisher 
crosses the line passing the last mark on the same side as on previous 
laps without having to turn round the mark. 

5) You do not need an inner distance mark unless you are using a shore 
start. It is very difficult to get it exactly on the line and will cause trouble if 
it drifts over the line which is defined as between the post and the OUTER 
distance.  Show what you are using on the diagram.   

6)  The course you choose will only be a good one if you check the wind 

direction on the water using a burgee in a stopped committee boat.   You 

need to do this in time to set the course at least 30 minutes before 

the first start. 

7)  Make sure you have a good first beat and a dead run in the course. 
Normally also include a beam reach or two but make sure you get a good 
run. Runs are important tactically for asymmetrics and are challenging for 
single handers. Generally runs and beats are passing opportunities, 
broad reaches boring processions. If anything a dead run is more 
important than an exact upwind leg (so long as the beat still needs time 



on each tack). Beam reaches are fun if there’s some wind because 
everyone likes a fast leg. 

CHANGING THE COURSE 

Once you have put the course up in the clubhouse, you must assume that 
someone has seen it and will use it. If you now need to change the course 
because the wind direction has changed, you must do the following, as 
described in Sailing Instruction 9: 

Fly Flag "N" (checkered blue and white) WITH three sound signals. The flag 
means "this race and its course are abandoned - gather in the start area for 
new instructions".  Put the new course on the board at the start including the 
orange shape if possible.  One minute before the new start sequence (no 
earlier than the advertised start time) lower N and sound one hoot. Then 
proceed with the normal sequence.  Keep the new course displayed with the 
orange shape for at least 2 minutes after the last start, so late-comers can still 
see it. 

N.B.  If you really want to abandon racing, fly "N" over "A" = all racing 
abandoned for today.  



 

5. CLASS RACING 

This is the standard first race on Sundays when not Pursuit or Anniversary. 
 

Week Summer months Winter months 

1 Pursuit Pursuit 

2 Class racing Class racing  

3 Anniversary Handicap Class racing  

4 Class racing Class racing 

5 (if there 
is on) 

Class racing Class racing 

 

5.1 What You Need 

• All the Class flags as shown on the current start list. 

• Preparatory flag ( Blue Peter – Blue with white square in the middle) 

• X flag nailed to staff for individual recall (Blue cross on white background ). 

• General Recall flag (yellow triangle within blue surround) 

• Postponement flag (red and white vertical stripes - triangular) 

• Flag N to change course before start (checkered blue and white) 

• Watch which must the same one used for finishing - don't let it wander off 
on a rescue boat crew's wrist! 

• Sound signal and back up. 

• Course board at start line with correct numbers and port/starboard colours, 
take other numbers and orange shape in case of changes. 

• Clip board, paper and pens. (Us the timing sheet and transfer to full results 
sheet later) 

• RADIOS – One per boat plus one in the galley 

• Either have someone in the clubhouse note positions on first lap or do that 

yourself in the committee boat. PLEASE ALWAYS NOTE LAP 

POSITIONS –  It can be invaluable if you get confused later, also sailors 
like to see how things changed during the race and helps with lap counts. 

 

Race times are as on the notice board and in the Race Officers guide folder. 

 



6. HANDICAP RACING 

This is the standard single start race used on Saturdays Anniversary series 
and Sunday lunchtime/afternoons.  The warning flag is "H" (White/Red 
vertical) followed by P (white square on blue background) 2 minutes later - 
both lowered at the start. 

On all AM series and Wed Evening there are TWO starts but the oder is not 
always the same. Refer to the diagrams later in this book. (AM Fast starts 
first, Wed Slow starts first to get clear air (and may do an extra lap), Wed 
Slow starts first because we want everyone to finish together (because the 
wind usually dies as it gets dark).. Apart from the different starts, all the 
comments below apply to all handicap races .  Please be aware of which 
boats are starting in the various handicap fleets or else you will get the 

elapsed times wrong. ONLY SHORTEN TO WHOLE LAPS unless you time 

the partial laps very carefully (not recommended). 

Please time ALL the boats in the Handicap Class and place them within their 
own groups.  Remember that even though there may sometimes be separate 
starts (Anniversary, Wed) in handicap races you need to time everyone.  
In general it is safest is to time everyone – even in class races the sailors 
often like to see by how much they beat or were beaten by someone. 

You will nearly always have to finish the slowest boat Toppers etc. one lap 

early (you can stop any part of the Handicap classes early) Stick to 

complete laps – finish at the end of a lap. Don't fall into the trap of finishing 
at F and having to make a hurried guess that the first lap from start to F was 
"about 30% " - this is inadequate when we often see handicap results within 
seconds or adding an extra beat.  

If in doubt, stop the leading boats early (no longer than an hour's race) so that 
the last boat on a Sunday morning has 15 more minutes to finish.   

Once you shorten course ALL boats finish next time the cross the line (even if 
others in their class are doing an extra lap – the sailing instructions are very 
clear on this – mark the finish on the sheet showing the number of laps 
completed). 

6.1 Handicap Calculations  

You do not need to work out the handicaps – the scorer will do that on the 
computer and post on the web, but you can if you want to. 

Elapsed time = (Finish time) minus (start time) in seconds. 

Make sure you are using the correct start time for the boat concerned, 
allowing for the two minute intervals on Sunday a.m. etc.  

 

Corrected time = Elapsed time in seconds x 1000  

   Portsmouth Number                   



7. PURSUIT RACES 

These are normally run on the first Sunday of the month from April to 
October.  You set a course which need not include F and you do not show a 
finishing line.  Pursuit courses can be long because you do not need 
complete laps. This will reduce the time that boats have to sail after time limit. 
In the SUMMER we do 75 minutes. In the WINTER we do 60 minutes.  

7.1 What You Need 

• Flag H, Flag P, X Flag on stick for individual recalls 

• Watch,  Hooter and back-up,   Postponement Flag 

• NUMBER BOARDS - make sure they are all there so you can show all start 
numbers including 11 and 22. 

 

The starting procedure is shown in the Pursuit Sailing Instructions.  Start the 
Toppers at ZERO with the normal 4 and 2 minute flags and then display 
boards and hoot every minute.  Boards shown 20 seconds before the hoot 
and 10 seconds after.  Remember Mirror and Taz go on minus numbers.  
Give them at least 2 previous minutes hoot and numbers (no flags).  

For the finish get every team member on the water in as many power boats 
as possible, with pen and paper and hooters each.  At the very least station 
boats at nearest marks behind the leader. Don't follow the leader if he is 
obviously clear ahead - shout to him to finish when he hears the hooter.  
Concentrate on the next group of boats which will probably be close together.  

Committee boat should drive back down the fleet and finish boats by 
hooter as it passes boats back down the fleet. If the leader is on a beat 
watch for the next cross and use judgement if necessary about who is ahead. 
You can use two boat to form a moving line passing back round the course. If 
you can have another boat starting half way round the lap (from position of 
leader and working back) it helps quickly capture all the positions. The 
handicaps are only accurate at the finish time it isn’t fair on the slower boats 
to wait several minutes for them to reach a mark and be overtaken by faster 
boats. Be careful with asymmetrics - they may be tacking downwind so be 
sure you spot boats on either side of the straight line course. Any 
commonsense decisions of this sort are better than letting boats beat on for 
10 minutes after the hoot to the next mark.  

8. THE START LINE 

The normal start line is from the committee boat (normally but not 

necessarily at starboard end) to the outer distance mark. You can if 
appropriate use the clubhouse line or the bank but it is much harder to get a 
fair line with sufficient room for manoeuver behind the line from club or bank.  
It has to be at right angles to the wind - if anything try to make the PORT end 

marginally upwind (port bias). Set the line with a burgee on the water - on the 
bank is misleading and will give a bad line.  Lay the outer distance first and 
ensure that the middle of the line is roughly downwind from the first mark, 



make sure the line is not obstructed by a mark or mooring buoy and that you 
have allowed plenty of room behind the line away from pontoons,  the shore, 
water pipes etc.    

Make the line long enough for the biggest class - too long is better than too 
short.  Remember that an afternoon handicap of 20 + boats will likely need a 
longer line than the one left over from the morning. 

Our Sailing Instructions do not require an inner distance mark so best not to 
use one unless you are using a bank start. The course board must of course 
show what you are using. 

  

9. POSTPONEMENT OF THE START 

If it becomes necessary to postpone the start of the race from the advertised 
or programme starting time: 

Raise code flag "AP" (Answering Pennant)  RED AND WHITE VERTICAL 
STRIPES with two long sound signals.  If there is time, announce new start 
time in clubhouse and/or by paper on diagram. 

If you raise "AP" at the clubhouse, also raise it at the start line when set up.  
The clubhouse flag can be lowered informally without sound signal, and the 
start line flag becomes the controlling one.  Lower it ONE MINUTE before the 
start of the new start sequence i.e. 5 minutes before the first start and one 
minute before the first warning flag sounding one hoot. 

There is no set delay time signaled by flag AP - it is up to the Race Officer's 
convenience.  



10. SHORTENING COURSE 

You need to do the following before the first boat that you intend to finish 
reaches the finish – by convention you do this when the leading boat round 
the last mark before the finish but you can do it at any time. (Sometimes you 
want a fast boat to do another lap but there is a very slow boat that has only 
just been lapped. Let the fast boat cross the line then shorten before the slow 
boat. Once you have shortened everyone finishes when they next cross the 
line regardless of how many laps they have done.) 

Fly code flag "S" with two sound signals at the finishing line, which should be 
at the end of a lap. It may be the race box if you started at F or more usually 
the committee boat.  If you do finish at a mark with the committee boat, make 
sure that your line is crossed as it would have been by boats rounding the 
mark on previous laps and that the line is roughly at right angles to the course 
from the previous mark. 

The rule about boats not re-crossing the line also applies when finishing at a 
mark - not all competitors realise this. 

The simple "Flag S" means: 

All boats finish the next time they pass through the finish line after the 

first boat to be finished.  The first boat to be finished does not have to be 
the fleet leader, although it is best if it is the leading boat of its type in the 
fleet.  This means handicap fleets will often have boats sailing different 
numbers of laps, and it is essential that race officers understand the 
implications of this. Even class races can have boats doing a different 
number of laps, but try to time your shorten course signal to give the first 
finishers time to react (it may pay to sail to the outer end of the line) and 
where possible for all class boats to do the same number of laps. Your goal 
though is to have everyone finish at roughly similar times so you can start the 
next race on-time (and so everyone has a fair chance at getting the last pasty 
at lunch).  



11. INSTRUCTIONS FOR RADIOS 

 

1) The radios will be found in the under club store plugged into 
chargers.  

2) At the end of the day return radios to charger position and plug 
in leads.  Check that the radios are turned OFF and the 
charger lights are on (if not check the charger leads). 

3) Radio conventions: 
To call someone press the speak button on the side and state 
who you are calling and who you are. For example Committee 
boat to Safety one. Repeat this then say ‘OVER’ then wait for 
an answer. When you finish speaking and want a response say 
OVER. When you are done say OUT. 

For example: 
Safety one, safety one this committee boat OVER. 

Committee boat this is safety one receiving, OVER 

Safety one could you move the distance mark three lengths 
upwind OVER 

 Safety one – will do OUT. 

BE CAREFUL NOT TO LEAN ON THE TRANSMIT SWITCH. It 
stops everyone else using the radios. 

Sometimes we will get cross talk from the river. If that happens 
include ‘Island Barn’ in your opening message. 



 

12. HOW TO RUN A DAY… 

 

The week before: make sure that you have:  

• the key to the clubhouse (key 1) 

• the combinations for the alarm and the clubroom lock. Don’t leave notes of 

these lying around! 

• your club key (key 2)  

• the location of the key to the engine shed (key 3). Ask a club officer or team 
leader. 

Please ensure that all keys are returned to where you found them 

12.1 Opening Up 

1. Open road gates and compound gates – make sure gate lock bar is 

secured and locks scrambled. 

2. With key 1, open the lower door. Turn on the two power switches in the box 
on the left hand wall; this switches on clubhouse lights, sockets and 
heaters, and the winch. 

3. Open the upper door with the combination. Close and scramble the lock 
again so that the combination isn’t left showing. 

4. You then have 30 seconds to deactivate the alarm - type its combination 
into the control panel on the left inside the committee room. 

5. Plug in the phone. Open the glass doors and the race box, all with key 2. 
Put the kettle and urn on! 

6. Set up the winch. The rope and blocks are on one trolley in the brown shed 
at the bottom of the ramp – winch shed is the small key – same as lock on 
SB chain. 

12.2 To get the safety boats out 

1. Unlock the engine shed with key 3. The lock is hefty but fragile, so don’t 
force it - lean on the left-hand door to make it release. Check fuel levels in 
tanks and refill if required.  

2. Unlock the orange boat moored close to the shore same small key as 
winch shed and pull it into the jetty. Connect the tank. Add a paddle and a 
safety kit to the boat. 

3. Start up (instructions on engine care in the duty day book by the tea bar), 
and collect another safety or committee boat from its mooring. You can 
either tow it back, or take out a tank and bring it back under power. Put up 
the green flag when your boats are ready and manned. You must use at 
least one big boat if there is any wind or you intend to start from the water. 



12.3 To run the race – see earlier part of this guide 

1. You need: a watch set to the race clock, the start mast, a working hooter 
(test it), the flags (class flags, blue peter, flag on stick and postponement), 
the course board and numbers, the burgee. Everything is in the lower store 
corridor. 

2. Choose a course according to the wind direction and set it up on the board 
by 18:54. Repeat it on the course board for the start. Try and make the first 
mark a port rounding. A book of sample courses is kept in the race box. 

3. Go to your start, in boat or on bank as appropriate. If it is a boat start, send 
the other boat to collect outer and inner marks. 

4. Set the line. Make it long enough and square to the wind - if in doubt, give 
it a slight port bias. Inner mark is only an indicator and is not mandatory, 
the line is between the start mast and the outer. 

5. Start sequence: See Quick Guide to Starting Procedure Flags and Sound 
Signals. 

6. Count everyone round each lap and then take the finish times using the 
same watch. You will need at least two people on the committee boat each 
with paper and pen. If it gets hectic the easiest is for one person to write 
down sail numbers and give the hoots while someone else records times 
(and notes sail numbers only when no rush). Combine the lists when time 
permits. 

7. Safety boat carry out normal safety duties. Your primary duty is to watch 
the boats and be ready to help anyone who needs it. If safety permits, give 
the race officer assistance as required in finishing and recording. 
Remember that you must not put the last safety boat away until everyone 
is off the water. 

12.4 Other Duties 

Lock the lower clubhouse door while everyone is out sailing - this keeps the 
changing rooms secure. Once your safety responsibilities are over, please help 
with catering, race recording and bar. Keep an eye out for visitors, make them 
welcome and provide club literature. 

12.5 Closing Up 

One of you must lock up - this is not the responsibility of the club officers, 

catering team or bar team!! 

 

If Summer Sunday with Sailing school you do not need to close up, but 

please DO EMPTY any bins that are full and make sure all the RACE 

equipment is properly stowed, and the winch rope is put away. Instead of 

putting safety boats away, you must get all the SB out ready for sailing 

school which starts at 14:00 (check if school wants the committee boat – 

either hand it over or put it away), then FORMALLY hand over 

responsibility. That means finding Mike J or whoever is running sailing 

school and telling them that they now have the water. 

 



1. Take down the green flag. Return the committee boat to its mooring, 
remove tank and other items, swing up the engine and put on the cover. 

2. Moor the orange boat off shore. Return all items to engine shed and lock 
both inner and outer doors. Return race kit to the lobby. 

3. When everyone has finished with the winch, coil the rope, put blocks and 
handle on the trolley, lock it up, put it in the brown shed and lock that. 

4. Closing the clubhouse is the reverse of opening - close external doors 
(note inner door of the ‘airlock’ is not locked), make sure all race gear 

stowed, radios on charge, hooter on charge, empty the bins. 

5. When everyone is out, make sure all lights and heaters are off. Set alarm 
by typing in combination, leave rapidly and close external door. Close 
combo padlock and then scramble it so that the combination isn’t left 
showing. Once the beeping has stopped, the alarm is set. 

6. Check everyone is out, turn off power with both lower switches. Close and 
lock external door with key 1. Outside lights are automatic. 

7. Close and lock compound gate and road gate on your way out.  

 

Thank you for doing your duty. Please ensure that everything 

is left tidy for the next team and that any problems or  

breakages are fixed and/or reported 
 


